
 

from page 7… 

The other huge piece of the puzzle of manag-

ing the algae and excessive plant growth is 

reducing the nutrients that come into the lake 

through the stream, and runoff from the urban 

landscape.  Elsewhere in this newsletter we 

have discussed the new steps the LRMD is tak-

ing to reduce the nutrients entering the lake 

through the inlet creek, but it is not only large 

landscape projects that can make a differ-

ence.  Landowners around the lake can re-

duce their use of fertilizers and clean up after 

their pets. Rain gardens and vegetated shore-

line buffers intercept runoff before it can get 

into the lake while providing habitat for wildlife 

and beauty to the landscape. As the Lake Dis-

trict and landowners work on projects large and 

small, Lake Ripley will see increased water clarity 

and more reasonable plant growth.  It won’t 

happen overnight, but it will happen. 
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     he LRMD board of directors has 

always worked extremely hard to man-

age the budget and to be as fiscally re-

sponsible to the district tax payers as 

possible, and this year’s proposed budg-

et is no different.  The proposed annual 

budget for 2019 is published in this 

newsletter, and you will find the total 

proposed operating budget to be slightly 

less than 2018. We can do more within 

the preserve and continue the cost share 

programs as in the past.  We have pur-

chased, with the assistance of many 

donations, 40- plus wetland acres from 

the DNR last year which the inlet 

stream runs through to better protect 

Lake Ripley.  We are collecting critical 

data in the stream to identify the root cause of the pollutants entering the lake.   As we are starting to 

create a long-term solution for what we are finding from the research and data being collected we will 

need to find additional funds to continue the work on Lake Ripley.  We will be applying for two grants 

over the winter, which will allow us to engineer a plan to slow the rush of water entering the lake dur-

ing rain events, to reduce the sediment and phosphorus coming into the lake.  As more opportunities 

present themselves, the board will continue to be proactive in our approach to protect Lake Ripley.   In 

future budgets we will continue to review the options to raise money to continue the great work that 

needs to be done.     

 

Over the last several years the district has been collecting data to identify the critical habitat areas 

around the lake.  That work is now almost complete, and we are working with the DNR to complete the 

process.  Once completed we will present the findings to the district, hopefully sometime this year or 

early 2019.  Having this completed will allow us to apply for grants to help with the implementation of 

the work needed to be done in the preserve to protect the lake. As we get more active in creating solu-

tions to better the health of the lake we will continue to find additional sources of funding.   

 

We are in the process of updating the 10-year Lake Ripley Improvement Plan.  In this plan we include 

everything that affects the lake: lake ecology, water quality, aquatic plants, water levels, the inlet 

stream, Lake District Preserve etc.  You can view the current plan on the web site. We will be sending 

out surveys to the district to get your input and interests of Lake Ripley and what you feel are the most 

important factors that affect you.    The lake is already a great asset to the community, but we must 

continue these efforts to protect and restore the lake, so we can continue to enjoy this great resource for 

many years to come.   Please continue to self-monitor your actions on and around the lake, the Lake 

Ripley Board of Commissioners appreciate your support.      

Jimmy DeGidio  

FROM THE HELM  
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WEED HARVEST CREW  

Jimmy DeGidio examines aquatic plants with DNR staff. 

Stormwater runoff is heavy with sediment and nutri-

ents.  Phosphorus is the main nutrient that fuels algae 

and aquatic plant growth. 
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from page 6…  

This summer the lake experienced some bad al-

gae blooms by Lake Ripley standards, but a brief 

look to the Yahara lakes to our west shows that 

we could have had it much worse.  The algal 

bloom on Ripley was nowhere near as bad and 

was delayed by a few weeks because of the 

plants in Milwaukee Bay and elsewhere on the 

lake.  The same nutrients that caused excessive 

growth algae also contributed to an increased 

density of aquatic plants, that established early 

on the lake this year, so there is a trade off when 

managing the lake’s plant life.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Balancing Act 

 

The Lake District must do its best to balance the 

needs of the sometimes conflicting recreational 

interests and the environment.  The most visual 

way we manage excessive aquatic plant 

growth is through harvesting the plants.  Our 

plant harvester cuts at a depth to allow boats to 

pass over without plants getting stuck in their 

props.  That depth isn’t always possible in shallow 

water, because we have to avoid damaging 

the harvester’s blades, and disturbing the bot-

tom, which would promote the growth of inva-

sive species.  The District’s harvest program oper-

ates under a permit with the Wisconsin Depart-

ment of Natural Resources.  This permit deter-

mines the areas we are allowed to harvest for 

navigation, or to control invasive plants like Eura-

sian water-milfoil.  Because of the harvester’s 

large size and slow steering we can’t cut close 

to piers, but we can cut a lane between groups 

of piers to open water.  The permit only allows us 

to cut in seven areas of the lake.  Most of the 

aquatic plants are off limits to us.  If we did cut 

the entire lake like a lawn, it would greatly in-

crease the number, and severity of algae 

blooms, and decrease the health of the fishery. 

 

The Lake District is working hard to make effi-

cient use of our harvesting program.  The 

harvester has been fitted with a GPS unit 

and we will be more closely monitoring the 

results of the harvest program. Although our 

harvest permit does not expire for several 

years we will be applying for a new one this 

winter to provide us more flexibility and bet-

ter fit the needs of different lake users.  We 

believe we can conduct the harvest pro-

gram in a way that allows for better naviga-

tion, while balancing the needs of water 

quality and perhaps even improve fish habi-

tat.   

 
The Lake District is working hard to make effi-

cient use of our harvesting program.  The har-

vester has been fitted with a GPS unit and we 

will be more closely monitoring the results of the 

harvest program. Although our harvest permit 

does not expire for several years we will be ap-

plying for a new one this winter to provide us 

more flexibility and better fit the needs of differ-

ent lake users.  We believe we can conduct the 

harvest program in a way that allows for better 

navigation, while balancing the needs of water 

quality and perhaps even improve fish habitat. 
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Starting with the first edition, the Ripples has been 

reporting on the Lake Ripley Management Dis-

trict’s many projects, events on the lake and has 

educated the lake users about lake ecology, use 

and issues.  The Ripples remains the District’s most 

important outreach tool.  As the new Lake Man-

ager, I hope that I can continue the tradition of 

delivering news and information to the people 

who love Lake Ripley.  If you think of a subject 

that should be in the Ripples, please contact me.  

Aquatic Plant Species 

Sago Pondweed (Stuckenia pectinate) is a com-

mon native aquatic plant found in Lake Ripley.  Its 

many narrow leaves provide refuge for young 

gamefish, and its seeds and small tubers are some 

excellent food for waterfowl.  Sago Pondweed is 

so good for wildlife it is one of the few species 

widely planted in bodies of water.   

25 years of the Ripples Newsletter! 
 

Way back in 1993 Vol 1 No. 1 of the Ripples 

newsletter was printed and distributed to resi-

dents and lake users.  The front page of the 

news letter explained the Lake Ripley Priority 

Lake Project which officially began January 1st 

of that year and was to run for 10 years.  Ron 

Kroner was hired as the project coordinator, in 

effect the first lake manager for the LRMD.  Oth-

er articles appearing in the newsletter were: 

Planning Grants, Lake Community Survey, Tips 

for Safe Boating, From the Helm, Weed Harvest-

ing, and the Lake Ripley Carp-a-thon.  Editorial 

staff for that first issue were Richard Moen – Edi-

tor, Celeste Moen – Layout and Production and 

John Molinaro - LRMD Board Liaison, these peo-

ple, and others laid the foundation of the news-

letter.   

 

 

Thick aquatic plant growth near the mari-

na makes for clear water, and helps the 

algae bloom on July 19th from getting as 

bad as the blooms on the Madison lakes 

this year.   

Sago Pondweed 
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Stream Monitoring  

 

Monitoring phosphorus, and water quality param-

eters on the inlet stream continues.  The project, 

outlined in the last issue of the Ripples, aims to 

gain a firm understanding of the water quality of 

the stream in order to begin efforts to clean it up, 

and therefore Lake Ripley.   This project and some 

of the data that has been collected so far will be 

presented at the annual meeting.   

One of the interesting aspects of the creek we 

are looking at is stream discharge.  Discharge is so 

important to this study because it allows us to cal-

culate the total amount of phosphorus moving 

through the creek and into the lake.  Stream dis-

charge is the volume of water passing through 

the creek at a given point, it is usually reported in 

cubic feet per second in the United States.  

Stream cross-sectional area, and the velocity of 

the water are of secondary importance by them-

selves but are needed to calculate discharge.  

The tricky part about calculating discharge is to 

get the stream velocity.  This can be done by not-

ing the time it takes a float to travel a pre-

determined distance.  The float method has sev-

eral drawbacks, so the District opted to purchase 

a flow meter, which solves those problems and 

obtains more accurate results.   

 

What we found so far 

is that the discharge 

of the inlet creek is 

highly variable.   

Snow melts, and es-

pecially rain events 

cause a rapid rise in 

stream discharge 

which then subsides 

within several 

days.    

Early results of our 

monitoring show us that these events bring in most 

of the nutrients into the lake.  The results are pre-

liminary, but we will be able to use these data to 

calculate the volume of water we need to clean, 

and other factors that will go into having a clean-

er creek and lake with fewer algae blooms. 

 

 

Managing Aquatic Plants and Algae 

in Lake Ripley 
 

When lake users were last surveyed in 2009 for 

the current management plan their number 

one and two concerns were water clarity and 

algae, also high on the list was aquatic plants 

(weeds) and the recreational impairment they 

can cause.  Since these concerns rank so high-

ly the Lake District spends much of its time and 

resources either managing these three things 

directly or indirectly.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

The Problems 

 

Each year is a little different than the next, but 

generally there is at least a short period in the 

summer where algae significantly clouds the 

water.    Phytoplankton, algae that is suspend-

ed or floating in the water, can reduce water 

clarity and can sometimes smell bad.   Alt-

hough algae are one of the bases of the food 

chain that eventually feeds fish and then us, in 

high quantities it is not only esthetically bad, 

but it is bad for the environment too.   

are the main sources.  These nutrients com-

bined with sun, heat and lack of wind can start 

an algal bloom, or within hours turn a small 

bloom into a major one.   

The troublesome algae of summer are the blue-

green algae, also known as cyanobacteria.  These 

are tiny photosynthesizing organisms that are pre-

sent year-round in every lake, river and even trout 

streams.  Under certain conditions they can grow 

to levels that impair our enjoyment of the lake.  Al-

gae blooms are fueled by excessive nutrients, 

largely phosphorus, that come off of the land-

scape.  Fertilizer and animal waste from farm fields, 

and eroded soils  

 

Aquatic plants in large quantities can have similar 

esthetic problems as the algae, but they also pre-

sent a physical impairment to boaters and swim-

mers.   Together with algae they form the base of 

the lake’s food chain, but they also provide water 

quality benefits and crucial habitat for fish and 

food for wildlife.   Aquatic plants protect water 

quality by pulling nutrients from the water that 

would otherwise fuel algal growth.  Their roots and 

physical structure work to keep sediment and the 

nutrients stored in them in place, keeping the wa-

ter clear.  They also hide tiny creatures that feed 

on algae.   

Water quality Dynamics of Lake Ripley 

Even before European-style settlement and the nu-

trient runoff from farms Lake Ripley would have 

had aquatic plants and algae, otherwise it would 

have had no fish. As the prairies were tilled, forests 

cleared, and wetlands drained more nutrients and 

sediments washed into the lake, increasing the 

growth of algae and aquatic plants.  In the last 50 

years or so there have been a number of improve-

ments in agricultural and construction practices, 

but nutrient filled runoff is still excessive and makes 

its way to the lake largely by way of the creek.  

There it spreads out into Milwaukee Bay where it is 

met by an underwater “forest” of plants.  These 

plants grow densely, but they are the first defense 

against algae blooms elsewhere in the lake.   The 

plants pull nutrients like phosphorus out of the wa-

ter.  As the water passes from the creek to the cen-

ter of the lake many of the nutrients are removed 

and sediment drops out of the water column be-

cause of these plants.  This filter has probably been 

at work for centuries, but in the last 150 years it has 

become a crucial component making Lake Ripley 

as clean as it is.   

… Continued page 7 

Algae bloom near the outlet July 19, 2018 

Using a staff gauge to measure 

steam levels at Ripley Road 
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Annual meeting August 18th  

 

In addition to the normal annual business of the 

lake district, such as approval of the budget and 

the voting for board members, the Lake Manag-

er will be presenting information about the 

stream monitoring/phosphorus reduction pro-

ject.  Also, we will be having a vote on naming 

the inlet creek.  The main source of water and 

pollution into Lake Ripley has no official name.  

Something so important to our lake should have 

a name, even if we only use it locally.    

 

Georgia Gomez-Ibanez is up for re-election for 

the Lake District Board of Commissioners.  Due to 

a clerical error at the District she will have to be 

a write-in candidate.  Taxpayers in the District 

can also be write-in candidates at the annual 

meeting.   

 

New Boat 

The Lake District has a new boat thanks to Dave 

DeGidio.   Dave donated his 14-foot v-haul alu-

minum boat and trailer.  The District has ap-

proved the purchase of a motor.  This will allow 

the lake manager to more rapidly respond to 

needs on the lake and better monitor the aquat-

ic plant harvest program and water quality.  The 

boat will share the new GPS/sonar unit with the 

harvester, and it will allow us to map the lake 

bottom and aquatic vegetation.  With this data 

we can better understand the changes in the 

aquatic plant community and physical habitats 

of the lake.  This fall when the monitoring season 

winds down the boat will get some new paint 

and the Lake Ripley Management logo on the 

sides.  Many thanks to Mr. DeGidio for the dona-

tion of this new tool for the management of Lake 

Ripley! 

 

 

 

Budget Hearing 

August 18, 2018 

9 a.m. at Oakland Town Hall 

__________________________________________ 

  
Annual Meeting 

 
Immediately following budget hearing 

 

I. Call to Order 

II. Approval of 2017 Annual Meeting 

Minutes 

III. Nomination of Board Candidate-one  

 position  

IV. Chairman’s report 

V. Treasurer’s report 

VI. Discussion and possible action on other 

Business that can be legally consid-

ered by the District 

VII. Approval of budget and tax levy 

VIII. Tabulation of vote and election of 

Board Members 

IX. Presentation on Phosphorus Reduction in 

the inlet creek 

X Adjournment 

  

 

 

New LRMD Boat 


